Year 7 Baseline Task- Take it from here, students work in groups of 4 or 5 to use and develop
the opening script and plot; adding scenes, situation, location and extra characters. They must
prepare, rehearse, learn lines and perform the pieces for assessment.

Areas of the Stage
Skills that you will learn and develop
during this component:
 Group work and Collaboration
 Use of script
 Mime
 Spatial-Awareness
 Transitions
 Characterisation
 Improvisation
 Voice projection
 Script-writing
 Learning Lines
 Evaluation and reflection

Year 7 Baseline Task- Take it from here, students work in groups of 4 or 5 to use and develop
the opening script and plot; adding scenes, situation, location and extra characters. They must
prepare, rehearse, learn lines and perform the pieces for assessment.
Percentage
72-100%
(Predicted
GCSE
7-9)
61-81%
(6-8)

41-50%
(4-5)

20- 32%
(3)

0- 20%
(0-2)

Mark Descriptors
 Learn Lines
 Express character with a high degree of confidence
 Use the space and transitions to command an audience’s attention
 Sustain a character throughout the piece
 Work co-operatively with others to shape and develop the piece
 Learn lines
 Express character with confidence
 Use the space and transitions effectively and with confidence attention
 Sustain a character for the majority of the piece.
 Work co-operatively with others and contribute ideas.
 Learn lines
 Express character with some confidence
 Use space and transitions effectively
 Sustain a character for some of the piece
 Work with others to create and perform in a piece
 Learn the majority of the lines
 Perform a character
 Face the audience and use the correct area of the stage
 Work with others to perform in a piece
 Understand the plot
 Take the name of a character and attempt to perform it
 Face the audience
 Follow instruction/be directed

Mark -

%

Strength – something that I did well

Target – Something that I can improve

Key Words
Audience, Stage, Collaborate, Transition,
Character, Script, Stage - Directions

Year 7 Greek Theatre – Choose a section of the Medea story to develop into a polished
improvisation. This is to be rehearsed, prepared and performed for assessment.

Skills and Knowledge that you will learn
and develop during this component:
 How to advertise a production
 Group work and Collaboration
 Use of props/costume
 Use of tableaux/still image
 Spatial-Awareness
 Transitions
 Characterisation
 Improvisation
 Voice projection
 Effective rehearsal
 Working with a stimulus
 Evaluation and reflection

Year 7 Greek Theatre – Choose a section of the Medea story to develop into a polished
improvisation. This is to be rehearsed, prepared and performed for assessment.
Percentage
72-100%
(Predicted
GCSE
7-9)
61-81%
(6-8)

41-50%
(4-5)

20- 32%
(3)

0- 20%
(0-2)

Mark Descriptors
 Create a challenging, imaginative and structured piece of work
 Express character with a high degree of confidence
 Use the space and transitions to command an audience’s attention
 Sustain a character throughout the piece
 Work co-operatively with others to shape and develop the piece
 Create an imaginative, well-structured piece of work
 Express character with confidence
 Use the space and transitions effectively and with confidence attention
 Sustain a character for the majority of the piece.
 Work co-operatively with others and contribute ideas.
 Create a well-structured piece of work
 Express character with some confidence
 Use space and transitions effectively
 Sustain a character for some of the piece
 Work with others to create and perform in a piece
 Create a piece of work with a clear beginning, middle and end
 Perform a character
 Face the audience and use the correct area of the stage
 Work with others to perform in a piece
 Understand the plot
 Take the name of a character and attempt to perform it
 Face the audience
 Follow instruction/be directed

Mark -

%

Strength – something that I did well

Target – Something that I can improve

Key Words
Medea, Improvisation, Rehearsal,
Transitions, Theatre.

Year 7 Hats – Using a hat as a stimulus, collaborate with your group members to create an
imaginative plot and create a convincing character to be used in the performance piece. This is to be
rehearsed, prepared and performed for assessment.

Skills and Knowledge that you will learn
and develop during this component:
 Using a stimulus
 Using stereotypes
 Use of body language, gesture,
movement and facial expression
 Use of voice
 Use of stage areas
 Group work and Collaboration
 Sustaining a role
 Transitions
 Character Profiling
 Characterisation
 Improvisation
 Evaluation and reflection

Year 7 Hats – Using a hat as a stimulus, collaborate with your group members to create an
imaginative plot and create a convincing character to be used in the performance piece. This is to be
rehearsed, prepared and performed for assessment.
Percentage
72-100%
(Predicted
GCSE
7-9)
61-81%
(6-8)

41-50%
(4-5)

20- 32%
(3)

0- 20
(0-2)

Mark Descriptors























Create a challenging, imaginative and structured piece of work
Use the hat to create and deliver an interesting, imaginative character
Controlled use of acting skills including voice, body, facial expression etc to
communicate a role/s confidently and engage an audience
Sustain the role throughout the piece
Work co-operatively with others to shape and develop the piece
Create an imaginative, well-structured piece of work
Express character with confidence
Use the hat to create and deliver an imaginative character.
Good use of acting skills including voice, body, facial expression etc to
communicate a role/s and engage an audience
Work co-operatively with others and contribute ideas.
Create a well-structured piece of work
Express character with some confidence
Use the hat to deliver a character
Use acting skills including voice, body, facial expression etc to communicate a
role/s
Work with others to create and perform in a piece
Create a piece of work using the news broadcast format
Use the hat to create a character
Use acting skills including voice, body, facial expression etc to some effect to
deliver a character
Face the audience and use the correct area of the stage
Work with others to perform in a piece
Take the name of a character and attempt to perform it to an audience.
Work with others to perform in a piece of Drama

Mark -

%

Strength – something that I did well

Target – Something that I can improve

Key Words
Characterisation, Stimulus, Gesture,
Stereotype, Facial Expression.

Year 7 Nursery Rhyme News – Using the structure of a news broadcast and using a nursery rhyme
as a stimulus, collaborate with your group to create a structured performance piece that is to be
prepared, rehearsed and performed for assessment and contains a scripted element.

Skills and Knowledge that you will learn
and develop during this component:
 Manipulation of a text
 Script writing
 Group work and Collaboration
 Language of the role
 Use of a split-stage
 Transitions
 Characterisation
 Improvisation
 Use of tableau
 Use of the stage
 Evaluation and reflection

Year 7 Nursery Rhyme News – Using the structure of a news broadcast and using a nursery rhyme
as a stimulus, collaborate with your group to create a structured performance piece that is to be
prepared, rehearsed and performed for assessment and contains a scripted element.
Percentage
72-100%
(Predicted
GCSE
7-9)
61-81%
(6-8)

41-50%
(4-5)

20- 32%
(3)

0- 20%
(0-2)

Mark Descriptors
 Create a challenging, imaginative and structured piece of work
 Use the news broadcast format to command an audience’s attention
 Controlled use of acting skills including voice, body, facial expression etc
to communicate a role/s confidently and engage an audience
 Work co-operatively with others to shape and develop the piece
 Create an imaginative, well-structured piece of work
 Express character with confidence
 Use the news broadcast format effectively and with confidence.
 Good use of acting skills including voice, body, facial expression etc to
communicate a role/s and engage an audience
 Work co-operatively with others and contribute ideas.
 Create a well-structured piece of work
 Express character with some confidence
 Use the news broadcast format effectively
 Use acting skills including voice, body, facial expression etc to
communicate a role/s
 Work with others to create and perform in a piece
 Create a piece of work using the news broadcast format
 Use acting skills including voice, body, facial expression etc to some
effect to deliver a character
 Face the audience and use the correct area of the stage
 Work with others to perform in a piece
 Create a piece of work using elements of the news broadcast format
 Take the name of a character and attempt to perform it
 Face the audience

Mark -

%

Strength – something that I did well

Target – Something that I can improve

Key Words
Split-Stage, Nursery Rhyme,
Reconstruction, Anchor, Broadcast.

